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NEW QUESTION: 1
How many knowledge areas are there according to PMBOK Guide?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Backup requirements for a database:
* Level 0 backup on Sunday
* Cumulative incremental level 1 backup on Monday, Wednesday,
and Saturday
* Differential incremental level 1 backup on Tuesday, Thursday,
and Friday
Which three statements are true about the strategy? (Choose
three.)
A. Level 1 backup on Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday contains all
the blocks that have been changed since the last level 1
backup.
B. Level 1 backup on Monday, Wednesday, and Saturday contains
all the blocks that have been changed since the last level 0
backup.
C. Level 0 backup on Sunday contains all the blocks that have
been changed since the last level 1 backup.
D. Level 0 backup on Sunday contains all the blocks that have
been formatted.
E. Level 1 backup on Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday contains all
the blocks that have been changed since the last level 0

backup.
Answer: A,B,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following datatypes generates a consecutive number
that can be used as the primary key of a table?
A. Hyperlink
B. AutoNumber
C. OLE Object
D. Currency
Answer: B
Explanation:
The AutoNumber datatype is used for inserting a number
automatically and incrementing it by one when a new record is
inserted in a table. The increment can be changed through the
New Values property. This property has the following two
values:
Increment
Random
The AutoNumber datatype generates a consecutive number that can
be used as the primary key of a table. Answer option C is
incorrect. The Currency datatype is used to store monetary
values. The format of the currency can be changed by using the
Format property. The various formats of the Currency datatype
are as follows:
* General Number
* Currency
* Euro
* Fixed
* Standard
* Percent
* Scientific
Answer option D is incorrect. The Hyperlink datatype is used to
store a hyperlink that is linked to a Web page or to a local or
network file. It can store 1GB of data. Any type of file can be
linked through this datatype. Each row of a table contains only
one hyperlink.
Answer option A is incorrect. The OLE Object datatype is used
to attach files and add binary data to a table. This datatype
stores each data in a bitmap format. This results in an
increase in the size of a database file. Only a single file can
be added to each row of a table. The files attached can be
Microsoft Office files, graphics files, sound files, pdf files,
etc.
Reference:
Chapter: DATABASE, ADVANCED-LEVEL
Objective: Table Design

NEW QUESTION: 4

Click the Exhibit button.
An administrator is creating a vApp for a multi-tiered web
application. The vApp has been configured as shown in the
exhibit. Testing of the vApp indicates that attempts to
communicate with the web server on Dev_Web_01 fail. The
developer wants to be sure the database server OS is completely
started before the other servers power on. The developer also
wants to minimize recovery time.
What changes to the vApp configuration will correct the issues?
A. Move the Dev_Web_01 virtual machine to Group 3, decrease the
time value and check VMware Tools are ready
B. Move the Dev_App_01 virtual machine to Group 1 and increase
the time value
C. Move the Dev_Web_01 virtual machine to Group 3, increase the
time value and check VMware Tools are ready
D. Move the Dev_Web_01 virtual machine to Group 3 and increase
the time value
Answer: C
Explanation:
By setting it up like D, the Web server is started first, then
120 seconds later SQL, and 120 seconds after that App. By
selecting A, it will only affect when Dev_App_01starts...either
120 seconds or when VMware Tools is ready which would only
start the VM even sooner once it detects VMware tools on the
first two servers...if VMware tools is even installed on them.
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